Apart from studying hard to gain knowledge, students should also develop the ability of independent thinking.

A month ago, a tragic incident happened in China. A devastating earthquake destroyed the area. Houses collapsed, villages were destroyed by the landslide, people were buried or left homeless, and faith and hope vanished. Now, a month after the disaster, the whole area remains the same—a hell on earth. The torn-apart houses haven’t been reconstructed yet. Residence desperately return to their homes, trying to find their possessions. They can’t believe what they built with blood and sweat were gone in a few seconds. What they used to cling to and hold on to are now bricks and dust. They are overwhelmed by insecurity and sense of helplessness. They have nothing!

Consequences caused by the earthquake can be the toughest tasks for the government. Distributing the donation and settling the refugees come in first. Meanwhile, thousands of bodies need to be placed in the right place to avoid the epidemic diseases caused by the rotten bodies. Domestically, economy can be influenced by such major disaster, so measures must be taken. How to rebuild and reconstruct the villages will be essential. Refugees expect the government to take good care of them; therefore, once something was promised, they must be practiced. In this case, there won’t be riots caused by depression and disappointment, and the society will recover from chaos and damage sooner. People can live in harmony and peace again.